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This book is useful for IGNOU BCA & MCA students. A
perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the type of
questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for this
benefit, we provide these IGNOU MCS-024: Introduction to
Database Management Systems Notes. Students are advised
to refer these solutions in conjunction with their reference
books. It will help you to improve your exam preparations. It
comprises of details about: • Introduction to object oriented
software engineering • Advanced Structured Modeling •
Object Oriented Concepts and Project Management • Object
oriented design and testing • Advanced topic in S/W
engineering • Multiple Choice Questions
This comprehensive book is specially developed for the
candidates of Delhi University: B.Tech (Information
Technology & Mathematical Innovations) Entrance Exam.
This book includes Model Paper & Study Material for the
purpose of practice of questions based on the latest pattern
of the examination. Detailed Explanatory Answers have also
been provided for the selected questions for Better
Understanding of the Candidates.
This volume brings together papers by eminent scholars
analyzing the sociological bases of Indian politics. It focuses
on the relationship modern politics has with changes in caste
structure, religious communities, and other types of identity.
Kenyan-born novelist and playwright Ngugi wa Thiong’o and
his collaborator, Micere Githae Mugo, have built a powerful
and challenging play out of the circumstances surrounding
the 1956 trial of Dedan Kimathi, the celebrated Kenyan hero
who led the Mau Mau rebellion against the British colonial
regime in Kenya and was eventually hanged. A highly
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controversial character, Kimathi’s life has been subject to
intense propaganda by both the British government, who saw
him as a vicious terrorist, and Kenyan nationalists, who
viewed him as a man of great courage and commitment.
Writing in the 1970s, the playwrights’ response to colonialist
writings about the Mau Mau movement in The Trial of Dedan
Kimathi is to sing the praises of the deeds of this hero of the
resistance who refused to surrender to British imperialism. It
is not a reproduction of the farcical “trial” at Nyeri. Rather,
according to the preface, it is “an imaginative recreation and
interpretation of the collective will of the Kenyan peasants
and workers in their refusal to break under sixty years of
colonial torture and ruthless oppression by the British ruling
classes and their continued determination to resist
exploitation,oppression and new forms of enslavement.”
A guide for the MRCP PACES examination. It covers five
clinical stations, including Brief Clinical Consultation, History
Taking, Communication Skills and Ethics. It provides practical
advice on approach to the patient, inspection of signs and
examination technique, with explanations of how to interpret
the elicited signs.
This book provides an in-depth insight into the Indian society
and the varied social issues it is currently faced with. While
serving as a foundation and ready-reference resource, the
book covers all important topics such as the role of Women in
Indian Society, Population, Poverty, Urbanization and related
issues of Communalism and Social Empowerment. It aims to
not only equip an aspirant with all the relevant information
required for scoring high marks but also help the future policymakers to have a better understanding of what Indian society
needs.

This book is useful for IGNOU BA PHILOSOPHY groups
of students. It contains previous years solved papers that
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enable students learn about the subject and prepare for
their examinations. A perusal of past questions papers
gives an idea of the type of questions asked, the paper
pattern and so on, it is for this benefit, we provide these
IGNOU BPY-001 INDIAN PHILOSOPHY (SOLVED) ….
Students are advised to refer these solutions in
conjunction with their reference books. It will help you to
improve your exam preparations…In this book, Detailed
Explanatory Answers have been provided for the
questions for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
Hope you find it useful and Best of Luck for your
Examination. Published by MeetCoogle
This book develops a critical understanding of Mahatma
Gandhi’s philosophy and practice in the context of
contemporary challenges and engages with some of his
key work and ideas. It highlights the relevance of
Gandhi’s legacy in the quest towards peace-building,
equity and global justice. The volume examines diverse
facets of Gandhi’s holistic view of human life – social,
economic and political – for the creation of a just society.
Bringing together expert analyses and reflections, the
chapters here emphasise the philosophical and practical
urgency of Gandhi's thought and action. They explore
the significance of his concepts of truth and nonviolence
to address moral, spiritual and ethical issues, growing
intolerance, conflict and violence, poverty and hunger,
and environmental crisis for the present world. The
volume serves as a platform for constructive dialogue for
academics, researchers, policymakers and students to reimagine Gandhi and his moral and political principles. It
will be of great interest to those in philosophy, political
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studies, Gandhi studies, history, cultural studies, peace
studies and sociology.
The subject of Public Policy has assumed considerable
importance in response to the complexity of economic
downturns, social upheavals, political crises, institutional
weaknesses and technology. It is concerned not only
with the description but also with the developing scientific
knowledge about the forces shaping public policy. The
textbook, now in its second edition, continues to provide
an in-depth study of the various approaches for policy
formulation, implementation and evaluation. It addresses
issues in policy analysis, and explains the forces that
influence the functioning of executive, legislature,
judiciary, civil society and administration. The book
excellently reviews and evaluates the public policy
literature, and exemplifies the author’s long teaching
and research experience in Panjab University. The book
is primarily intended for postgraduate students of
Political Science and Public Administration for their
courses in Public Policy and Policy Analysis, besides
meeting the requirements of candidates offering public
administration subject for the civil services examination.
It will be equally useful for policymakers, planners and
bureaucrats concerned with policy management. NEW
TO THIS EDITION : Updation of the chapter Policy
Approaches and Models with the inclusion of the topic
‘Public choice model of policy-making’ Addition of the
two new chapters – Power Approaches to Policy Making
and Strategic Planning Approach for Improving Public
Policy – to study the subject in detail.
This book discusses the works of thinkers who have
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influenced the discipline of Public Administration. The
works of Kautilya, Gandhi, Rajagopalachari, Patel and
Nehru, relevant in the Indian scenario, have been dealt
with. First published in 1998, this revised edition also
includes a new chapter on Mohammad Ali Jinnah.
Targeted at undergraduate and postgraduate students of
Public Administration, it also serves as a handy
reference for Civil Service aspirants.
This book is useful for IGNOU MCA students. A perusal
of past questions papers gives an idea of the type of
questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for
this benefit, we provide these IGNOU MCSE-003:
Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Management Notes.
Students are advised to refer these solutions in
conjunction with their reference books. It will help you to
improve your exam preparations. This book covers
Concept of intelligence, Artificial intelligence, definition
turning test, areas of application. Search techniques,
state space, Production rules, problem characteristics,
production system characteristic, depth first, breadth first
search methods and their analysis, Heuristic search
method, generate and test, hill climbing, best first
method, graph search, AND OR search methods,
constraint satisfaction, backtracking. Introduction to list
and string processing and dynamic databases concept of
knowledge, characteristics and representation schemes,
Logic, prepositional and predicate calculus, resolution,
semantics nets, frames, conceptual dependency, scripts
Monotonic reasoning, logical reasoning induction, natural
deduction. Nonmonotonic reasoning – default reasoning
minimalist reasoning, statistical reasoning –Baye‘s
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theorem, certainty factors, dempster shafer theory,
Fuzzy logic. Concept of expert system, need for an
expert system, Component and categories of an expert
system, need for an expert system, Stages in the
development of an expert system. Published by
MeetCoogle
This book is useful for IGNOU BCA & MCA students. A
perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the
type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it
is for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU MCS-034:
Software Engineering Notes. Students are advised to
refer these solutions in conjunction with their reference
books. It will help you to improve your exam
preparations. This book covers Software Process
Models, Project Management, Software Requirements
Analysis, Requirement Engineering Process, Software
System Specifications, Software Metrics and Measures,
Application Systems and Design Issues, Software
Development Methods and Reuse, Verification and
Validation, Software Testing and Cost Estimation,
Quality Management, Process Improvement and
Measurement. Published by MeetCoogle
The present book is specially published for the aspirants
of MA (Geography) Entrance Exam conducted by the
University of Delhi. The book is highly recommended to
study and Sharpen your Problem Solving Skills with
thorough practice of numerous questions provided in the
book, and prepare you to face the exam with
Confidence, Successfully. The book comprises the
Specialised Study and Practice Material along with
Previous Years' Solved Paper to make you familiar with
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the exam pattern and the type of questions asked, with
their appropriate answers. Practicequestions have been
modelled on the basis of questions asked in previous
exam papers and solved by respective subjectexperts.
Detailed Explanatory Answers have also been provided
for the Selected Questions for Better Understanding of
readers. Based on the Latest Pattern of Exam, the book
will prove very useful for study, practice and during the
precious moments before the exam for reference and
revision. While the specialised study and practice
material of this book is aimed to prepare you for Sure
Success, your own intelligence and practice, in harmony
with this, will definitely Ensure you a Seat in the
Prestigious Course paving the way for a Bright Future.
Praise for the Third Edition "This volume is groundbreaking in terms of mathematical texts in that it does not
teach from a detached perspective, but instead, looks to
show students that competent mathematicians bring an
intuitive understanding to the subject rather than just a
master of applications." - Electric Review Learn
foundational and advanced topics in linear algebra with
this concise and approachable resource A
comprehensive introduction, Linear Algebra: Ideas and
Applications, Fifth Edition provides a discussion of the
theory and applications of linear algebra that blends
abstract and computational concepts. With a focus on
the development of mathematical intuition, the book
emphasizes the need to understand both the
applications of a particular technique and the
mathematical ideas underlying the technique. The book
introduces each new concept in the context of explicit
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numerical examples, which allows the abstract concepts
to grow organically out of the necessity to solve specific
problems. The intuitive discussions are consistently
followed by rigorous statements of results and proofs.
Linear Algebra: Ideas and Applications, Fifth Edition also
features: A new application section on section on
Google’s Page Rank Algorithm. A new application
section on pricing long term health insurance at a
Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC). Many
other illuminating applications of linear algebra with selfstudy questions for additional study. End-of-chapter
summaries and sections with true-false questions to aid
readers with further comprehension of the presented
material Numerous computer exercises throughout using
MATLAB® code Linear Algebra: Ideas and Applications,
Fifth Edition is an excellent undergraduate-level textbook
for one or two semester undergraduate courses in
mathematics, science, computer science, and
engineering. With an emphasis on intuition development,
the book is also an ideal self-study reference.
This book aims to familiarize the reader with various
dimensions and issues of governance in the globalized
world. It is important to understand governance and its
effects on administration and development in the context
of a globalized environment. This textbook deals with the
concepts and dimensions of governance by highlighting
the major debates in the contemporary times. It
emphasizes on the paradigm shift from government to
governance and how the role of the state has changed
over the years. Different facets of governance, such as
democratic decentralization, environmental governance
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and role of non-state actors have been thoroughly
discussed. Further, it provides insights into various good
governance initiatives introduced in India, including Right
to Information Act (RTI), e-governance and Citizen's
Charter. Key Features - Comprehensive coverage of
major concepts and critical understanding of the
challenges to governance with special reference to India
- Written in a lucid, jargon-free language for students and
readers with backgrounds other than political science All chapters aided by boxes, diagrams and tables for
better understanding of concepts and included model
questions for self-evaluation - Contributions from
academicians and professionals from different fields of
study, such as history, administrations and political
science to give a wider perspective on governance
This book is useful for IGNOU MA PSYCHOLOGY first
year groups of students. It contains previous years
important solved answers that enable students learn
about the subject and prepare for their examinations. A
perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the
type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it
is for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU MPC-005
RESEARCH METHODS IN PSYCHOLOGY Notes….
Students are advised to refer these solutions in
conjunction with their reference books. It will help you to
improve your exam preparations…In this book, Detailed
Explanatory Answers have been provided for the
questions for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
Hope you Liked…& Best of Luck for your Examination.
Published by MeetCoogle
Provides in-depth coverage of the physical properties of
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fats and oils. Includes surface and theological
characteristics as well as crystallization and phase
behavior for improved nutrition and functionality in the
design of new food products.
Present book has been specially published for the
aspirants of Entrance Exam for admission to M.A.
(International Relations and Area Studies) course
conducted by the Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi.
Salient Features of the Book: - The book comprises,
along with the Specialised Study Material, Solved
Previous Year Paper to make you well-conversant with
the exam pattern, the type of questions asked and their
appropriate answers for Better Understanding. - The
book contains ample Study and Practice Material with
numerous Multiple Choice Question-Answers on all the
relevant chapters & topics. - Both the Study and Practice
Material have been prepared by learned Subject-expert.
The book will serve both as Study Material and a True
Test of your preparation for the exam. - It is believed, the
book will prove very useful for study, practice and during
precious moments before the exam for reference and
revision. It is highly recommended to Sharpen your
Problem Solving Skills with thorough practice of
numerous questions provided in the book, and prepare
yourself to face the exam with Confidence, Successfully.
While the specialised study and practice material of this
book is aimed to professionally guide you for the exam,
your own intelligent study and practice in harmony with
this will Ensure you a definite Success in your endeavour
and a seat in the Prestigious Course.

Yoga has a rich, 5,000-year history and on the
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grounds that it is a particularly multi-layered practice,
which has in the past entwined with religion, theory
and obviously work out, nailing down a definite
beginning has demonstrated troublesome. Yoga is
basically a profound order that focuses on
inconspicuous science that spotlights on
accomplishing congruity between a person's brain
and body. The word Yoga initially showed up in the
most established holy messages, the Rig Veda and
is gotten from the Sanskrit root "Yuj" which means
join or join together. As per the Yogic sacred texts,
the act of Yoga drives a person to the association of
awareness with that of general Consciousness. It
ultimately prompts an extraordinary amicability
between the human psyche and body, man and
nature.
This book is useful for IGNOU BCA & MCA students.
A perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of
the type of questions asked, the paper pattern and
so on, it is for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU
MCS-013: Discrete Mathematics Notes. Students
are advised to refer these solutions in conjunction
with their reference books. It will help you to improve
your exam preparations. This book covers Discrete
Mathematical Structures, Formal Methods:
Introduction and Analogy, Abstraction.
Fundamentals: Sets & Relations- Sets, Types of
Sets, Multi Sets, Operations on Sets, Relations and
Properties of Relations, Representation of Relations,
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Equivalence Relation, Closures of Relations,
Methods of Proof-Direct Proofs, Indirect Proofs,
Mathematical Induction, Method of Contradiction.
Combinatorics: Permutations and Combinations,
Pigeon Hole Principle, Principle of Inclusion and
Exclusion, Generating Functions. Mathematical
Logic, Posets and Lattices: Partial Order Set,
Bounding Elements, Well Ordered Set, Topological
Sorting, Lattices, Principle of Duality, Bounded,
Distributed, and Complemented Lattices, Proposition
and Propositional Calculus. Graphs and Group
Theory: Basic Introduction of Graphs- Types of
Graphs, Path and Circuits, Eulerian Path and
Circuits, Hamiltonian Path and Circuits, Shortest
Path Algorithms, Group. Definitions and Properties,
Coset& Subgroup, Normal subgroup,
Homomorphism of groups, Cyclic Group,
Permutation Group. Finite State Machines and
Languages: Grammar and Languages- Phrase
structure Grammar, Types of Grammars and
Languages, Finite State Machines and Languages,
Minimization of Finite State Machines. Published by
MeetCoogle
This study guide I believe is the only most updated
book that can get you from wherever you are now to
passing Google's Associate Cloud Engineer
certification exam. It is awesome because I have
already used it to help many students pass their
official google cloud certification exams. To help you
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build strong confidence before writing the exam, I
have added challenge labs assessment tests bank
flash card banks and official practice exam
questions, answers and remarks clear,
downloadable screenshots and summaries for quick
exam revision how to create a free trial GCP account
with $300 credit you can use for 12 months I also
provide support for everyone who bought this book.
So if you did, you really have nothing to worry about.
If you have questions, or if you need further help in
your labs or hands-on projects, just contact me. I
personally attend to every inquiry or concern of my
readers and get back within 24 hours. This book
includes use cases of the most recent Google Cloud
Platform services. This ensures you have all you
need to both pass your exam and to use the Google
cloud in real life, even if you have little or no prior
experience with the platform. You should get
certified to prove you've learned the skills many
companies need to run production workloads in the
cloud. I have written this guide in three volumes to
ensure I cover all the required domains. This guide is
all you need because I put a lot of hard work into it to
teach you how to cloud. Are you ready to get
started? Order and read this book to begin your
smooth journey to success in your Associate Cloud
Engineer certification exam.
This book is useful for IGNOU MA PSYCHOLOGY
first year groups of students. It contains previous
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years important solved answers that enable students
learn about the subject and prepare for their
examinations. A perusal of past questions papers
gives an idea of the type of questions asked, the
paper pattern and so on, it is for this benefit, we
provide these IGNOU MPC-04ADVANCED SOCIAL
PSYCHOLOGY Notes…. Students are advised to
refer these solutions in conjunction with their
reference books. It will help you to improve your
exam preparations…In this book, Detailed
Explanatory Answers have been provided for the
questions for Better Understanding of the
Candidates. Hope you Like…& Best of Luck for your
Examination. Published by MeetCoogle
This book is useful for IGNOU MCA students. A
perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the
type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so
on, it is for this benefit, we provide these IGNOU
MCS-031: Design and Analysis of Algorithm Notes.
Students are advised to refer these solutions in
conjunction with their reference books. It will help
you to improve your exam preparations. This book
covers Algorithm definition and specification –
Design of Algorithms, and Complexity of Algorithms,
Asymptotic Notations, Growth of function,
Recurrences, Performance analysis – Elementary
Data structures:- stacks and queues – trees –
dictionaries – priority queues –sets and disjoint set
union – graphs – basic traversal and search
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techniques. Divide – and – conquer:- General
method – binary search – merge sort – Quick sort.
The Greedy method:-General method – knapsack
problem – minimum cost spanning tree – single
source shortest path. Dynamic Programming –
general method – multistage graphs – all pair
shortest path – optimal binary search trees – 0/1
Knapsack – traveling salesman problem – flow shop
scheduling. Backtracking:- general method –
8-Queens problem – sum of subsets – graph coloring
– Hamiltonian cycles – knapsack problem – Branch
and bound:- The Method – 0/1 Knapsack problem –
traveling salesperson. Parallel models:-Basic
concepts, performance Measures, Parallel
Algorithms: Parallel complexity, Analysis of Parallel
Addition, Parallel Multiplication and division, parallel.
Evaluation of General Arithmetic Expressions, FirstOrder Linear recurrence. Published by MeetCoogle
Public PolicySterling Publishers Pvt. LtdANC-1
Nutrition For The CommunityGullybaba Publishing
House Pvt. LimitedUniversity of DelhiM.A.
(Geography) Entrance Exam GuideRamesh
Publishing House
This welcome addition to the Blackwell Guides to Criticism
series provides students with an invaluable survey of the
critical reception of the Romantic poets. Guides readers
through the wealth of critical material available on the
Romantic poets and directs them to the most influential
readings Presents key critical texts on each of the major
Romantic poets – Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
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Shelley and Keats – as well as on poets of more marginal
canonical standing Cross-referencing between the different
sections highlights continuities and counterpoints
Published by Meetcoogle. This book is useful for IGNOU MA
PSYCHOLOGY second year counselling groups of students.
It contains previous years solved papers that enable students
learn about the subject and prepare for their examinations. A
perusal of past questions papers gives an idea of the type of
questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for this
benefit, we provide these IGNOU MPCE-021 COUNSELLING
PSYCHOLOGY PREVIOUS YEARS’ PAPERS (SOLVED) ….
Students are advised to refer these solutions in conjunction
with their reference books. It will help you to improve your
exam preparations…In this book, Detailed Explanatory
Answers have been provided for the questions for Better
Understanding of the Candidates. Hope you Liked…& Best of
Luck for your Examination. Published by MeetCoogle
Is public administration an art or a science? This question of
whether the field is driven by values or facts will never be
definitively answered due to a lack of consensus among
scholars. The resulting divide has produced many heated
debates; however, in this pioneering volume, Norma Riccucci
embraces the diversity of research methods rather than
suggesting that there is one best way to conduct research in
public administration. Public Administration examines the
intellectual origins and identity of the discipline of public
administration, its diverse research traditions, and how public
administration research is conducted today. The book’s
intended purpose is to engage reasonable-minded public
administration scholars and professionals in a dialogue on the
importance of heterogeneity in epistemic traditions, and to
deepen the field’s understanding and acceptance of its
epistemological scope. This important book will provide a
necessary overview of the discipline for graduate students
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and scholars.
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